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Superconductivity of narrow-band metals in a model of 
multichannel scattering on electron density fluctuations 

V I  Grebennikov and 0 B Sokolov 
Institute of Metal Physics, Academy of Science of USSR. Kovalevskaja Street 18,620219 
Ekaterinburg GSP-170. USSR 

Received 1 I October 1991 

Abstract. We consider the possibility that Superconductivity (sc) may arise in ndrrow- 
band metals owing to electron-electron correlations Consideration is given also to [I.: 
superconductivity suppression mechanisms which are caused by the same correlations (spin 
fluctuations, or lransition to dielectric phase). A new approach is proposed to describe 
high-T, sc by introducing [he Nambu field in the functional integral scheme. A stable 
superconducting state is realized in a rather small region of parameters: hole concentration 
and Hubbard repulsion. A method is proposed for approximating an interaningsystem by 
means of some simple multichannel models. 

1. Introduction 

Wediscussthesuperconductivity (sc) that arisesin systems with a narrow band, ofwidth 
w, owing to the intratomic electron repulsion Uin region U 6 ~ [ l ] .  The consideration 
is based on the Hubbard model in the functional integral technique (in its simplest 
Gaussian form), This permits introductionofrelatively independent channels of multiple 
particle-particle and particle-hole scattering [2]. Significantly. the final results depend 
on the specification of the general Hubbard system at the level of the free-energy 
functional. Novel results are obtained as a result of the introduction of a fluctuating 
Nambu field that acts on the anomalous electron density component. The non-equiv- 
alencyof thevariousscatteringchannels, which isdue to the rathercomplicatedelectron 
structure of high-T,superconductors, is very important for our consideration. We discuss 
both factors that lead to sc and those that suppress it. The latter factors include strong 
spin-density fluctuations and the appearance of a dielectric gap in the normal excitation 
spectrum. 

2. Formalism 

Let us consider the Hubbard model with the Hamiltonian 

H = H o + H 1  no = E Eknk H~ = X un,+, (1) 
kc kc 

where nkc is the operator of electron numbers in a Bloch state with energy E~ and spin 
projections s = + ,- and ni$ is the same operator for a site j .  
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Let us write H ,  as a sum of the squares of the operators p:  

where 

and is and a, are the creation and annihilation operators, respectively, on site j .  Noic 
that pq and po are the standard operators of the charge and spin electron densities and 
p;, is an operator describing an anomalous density matrix component. 

Equations (1)  and (2) tell us that the constants ua, U ,  and U ;  are consistent with the 
equation 

U" + U, + U: = 2u .  (3) 

The Stratonovich-Hubbard transformation [3] allowsus toreplace the initial system 
(1) by an equivalent ensemble of electrons that are in fluctuating (in time r and space 
R,) fields [VI = VEi(r): 

H I - +  H~[VI  = E(VO,(T)PO,(T) + V,(r)p,( . )  + v;j(r)p;,(T)).  (4) 
I 

Each field configuration [v has a weight determined by its free energy, The field- 
avcraged values can be calculated in explicit form in the quadratic (Gaussian) approxi- 
mation for the energy functional. 

The simplest equations are obtained in the local approximation, which is quite 
acceptable for chaotic fluctuations [4]. The equations for the normal self-energy part 
(SEP) Z and the anomalous SEP A have the forms 

Z(iw,) = T E  [r(iw, - iw..) + i(iw, + iw..]G(io..) 

with w, = 2nnT being the thermodynamic frequencies:The normal single-site Green 
function G and the anomalous single-site Green function Fare related to 2 and A by the 
standard equations 111 

G(E) = i[l + ( E  - Za) /r ]Ga(r  - Is) + (r+ - r )  

F(E)  = (A/2r)G0((r - Zs) + (r+ -r)  (6) 

where 

r = { [ e  - Zn(e)]* - A * ( E ) ) ' ~ ~  &,a = I-qd 2 q-m 
G"(E) = ( ~ E ' . Y ~ ( E ' ) / ( E - E ' )  

and v'(E) is the density of states (DOS) of non-interacting electrons. 
and the pairing effective single- 

site interaction Dare  determined by the contribution of three scattering channels which 
The normal effective single-site interaction r + 
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arise as a result of the fluctuations in the electron-exchanging charge (U" channel), the 
spin density U ,  and the anomalous density U;. Thus, 

r ( 4  = [Uh!(E)/21i[l + UOX(E)l+ [UiX(E)/21/[1 - UzX(E)I 

F ( 4  = -tu;z%(4/21/[1 + UXvf>(E)I 

D ( 4  = U - [ u a X ( m / [ l  + UOX(E)I + [u tX(E) /21/ [1  - U>X(E)I 
(7) 

- [u;22s(E)/21/[1 + .f%(E)I. 

The local electron-hole susceptibility X(iw.) and the electron-electron susceptibility 
z(iw,J are given by 

3. Results 

Because of the singular behaviour of the anomalous Green function 
F ( E +  0) cc A(O)iv(O)/E, the non-trivial solution of the second equation ( 5 )  arises only 
provided that D(0) < 0. According to (7 ) ,  this condition can be obtained owing to the 
U; channel if 

U,, s U; s Uer, < 0. (9) 
The value uo > 0 corresponds to the repulsion of charge fluctuations. The second 
critical value u ~ , ~  follows from the requirement that the Gaussian approach be stable: 

A non-zero region of parameters U and hole concentrations b exists which satisfies 
the inequalities (9) because f (0 ;  b) 3 ~ ( 0 ;  b) for any hole concentration. For a rect- 
angular DOS of unit width (here and henceforth used for illustrations), the local Cooper 
susceptibility f (0 ;  b) = 2 In 2 is always independent of b, while ~ ( 0 ;  b) decreases mon- 
otonically from the above value at b = 0.5 to zero at b = 0. 

Theinequality (9) is a necessary but insufficient condition for superconductivity. The 
point is that the large (resonance) negative effective interaction i in the U; channel also 
affects the normal averages. This can lead to a dielectric gap arising in the normal 
excitation spectrum. The negative interaction can bring the Fermi-level one-particle 
states outside the initial band, i.e. 

1 + u;f(o) > 0. 

e - Re[%(~)l > E,",, E -+ EF = 0. (10) 

Since the damping on the Fermi level is absent (Im[Z(e)] x c2) ,  the DOS goes to zero. 
The groundstate phase diagram is shown in figure 1 (U,, = 2U,  U, = -U; = (i). The 

sc phase borders the dielectric phase (D) on one side and the paramagnetic phase with 
strong spin-density fluctuations (SF) on the other. 

The characteristics of the sc state are shown in figure 2. The real part (full curve) of 
thepairinginteractionRe[D(E)] isdeterminedmainly bythe U; channel andisofa highly 
resonant type. The gap function A(€) closely reproduces the D(E)  curve (with opposite 
sign) in the initial portion of the energy E scale. It is the strong energy dispersion that 
causes the relative sc transition temperature to lower than that in the standard BCS 
theory: 2A(0)/Tc = 10. 
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b 

Figure 1. Phase diagram in coordinates of hole concentration b and intratomic repulsion U 
(U. = 2 u ;  U ;  = -u: = U). 

-1.0 0 1 0  
t E 

Figure 2. Effective pairing interaction D, the gap function A ,  the normal 5Er Z (-. real 
parts of advanced functions: ---. imaginaly parts of advanced functions). and the DOS 
v = Im G/!r in the sc state (b  = 0.2; U ( ,  = 2 u :  U, = -U: = U = 0.65). The broken lines 
indicate the initial rectangular DOS. 

Thus, we have discussed the possibility that a superconducting state may arise owing 
to the electron correlations described in the Gauss approximation for charge and spin- 
density fluctuations and also the anomalous density fluctuations (given by the Nambu 
field). The method that we have developed permits various multiple-scattering channels 
to be included in a unified theory. The distribution of the interactions between different 
channels is rather arbitrary in terms of the isotropic Hubbard model (only equation (3) 
must besatisfied). In fact, the choice of channel-constant values must correspond to the 
electron structure and interactions in real (non-isotropic and many-band) super- 
conductors. One of the possible approaches to determining the channel distribution is 
presented in section 4. 

Formally, the initial Hubbard interaction is written as a sum of several terms. One 
of them (anomalous fluctuations) leads to electron attraction, and the rest of the terms 
(charge and spin fluctuations) to electron repulsion. The energy (time) dependences of 
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Figure 3. Model free energy F. (-) and pairing interaction DUI) (---) versus charge 
channel constant tt,, (U:  = 0: U :  = U: = U - ~ , ~ / 2 :  U = 0.5: x(0) = 0.82(0)). 

the interactions in the corresponding channels are such that the attractive interaction 
has a larger retardation than the repulsive one (the Cooper susceptibility 2 is larger than 
the spin susceptibility x). As a result, with the times being large (or small energy 
excitations) the attraction exceeds the repulsion, and the generation of Cooper pairs 
becomes possible. 

4. Calculation of the channel weights by minimizing the free energy 

Methodofminimizingamodelfreeenergyfor determininga relation between thecharge 
and spin field constants was first introduced by Hirooka and Shimizu [5 ]  in connection 
with the temperature itinerant magnetism problem. We use an analogous method for 
determining the channel weights. 

According to the variational principle, the true free energy Fis less the model energy 
Fm, i.e. 

Fs F m =  FG + ( W -  WC)C (11) 

where FG is the free energy in the Gauss approximation. 

we have 
For simplicity, we use the static approximation. For the charge fluctuation channel 

( W O  - WO& = - WS) - wi wz = [UoX(O)/21/ll + UOX(0)l. (12) 

Of course, the true free energy F is independent of values of the constants uo, u2. 
U ; ,  etc. subject to  the condition (3), but the model F,,, acquires such a dependence. 
Minimizing F, with respect to the values of uw we obtain, according to (ll), the best 
approximation for the interacting system on the class of relatively simple model systems. 

Figure 3 illustrates the case U,  = 0, U ;  = U: = ir = U - uo/2 (U = 0.5; ~ ( 0 )  = 
0.8~(0)). It describes the combination of the well known channel of multiplex single- 
site electron-electron scattering and the channel of charge fluctuations. Here we have 
rejected the spin fluctuationsinorder to make the freeenergyafunctionof onevariable. 
The full curve gives F,,, versus uo. The left-hand minimum is formed owing to the 
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contribution of the charge fluctuations (with u g  < 0). while the right-hand minimum 
comes from the Nambu channel (0 < 0). 

Of course, a situation is possible in which the curve !=,,(U,) has only one minumum. 
but in any case the curve has a segment with a weak  dependence. The broken curve 
shows the pairing interaction D(0). In the present version, the D(0) is negative in the 
point, where the free energy F,, has a minimum value, a fact which can lead to a 
superconductive state. 

We do not quote results for different relations between the parameters. The main 
goal of this paper was to ascertain whether attraction and sc can arise owing to the 
electron-electron interaction. 

V I  Grebennikou and 0 B Sokolou 
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